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A Method to Compensate the Influence of Different Particle Size of Coffee Powder in NIR Calibration Model Performance
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Abstract
In this research, a method to compensate the influence of different particle size of coffee powder in NIR calibration model performance was evaluated. A number of 220 coffee powder samples with two different types of coffee (civet and non-civet) and two different particle sizes (212 and 500 µm) were prepared. Spectral data was acquired using NIR spectrometer equipped with an integrating sphere for diffuse reflectance measurement. A discrimination method based on PLS-DA was conducted and the influence of different particle size on the performance of PLS-DA was investigated. Using the best local calibration models at 221µm and 500µm, prediction results for a prediction sample set at 221 and 500 µm were excellent, with low RMSEP values. However, SEP was significantly increased when samples from different particle size were used in these models; higher RMSEPs resulted. On the other hand, global calibration model based on combinations of different particle size gave better prediction results, with lower RMSEP values for all prediction samples at 221 and 500µm.

Keywords: Compensation method, global model, local model, particle size, PLS-DA.

1. INTRODUCTION
Civet coffee or kopi luwak is one the Indonesian specialty coffee and it is regarded as one of the rarest and the most expensive coffee in the world. With very few productions, civet coffee has been a target of adulteration by mixing civet coffee with other cheaper non-civet coffee. Therefore, in order to protect the sustainability of civet coffee, it is important to develop a method for civet coffee authentication. Several reports have been published on the use of UV-visible spectroscopy for rapid method of civet coffee authentication (Suhandy et al., 2016a; Suhandy et al., 2016b; Yulia et al., 2016; Yulia and Suhandy, 2016). However, such method has several limitations. For example, UV-Visible spectroscopy involved the use of extraction process (time consuming) and therefore it is difficult to apply an on-line system of authentication using UV-visible spectroscopy.

NIR spectroscopy has been widely used as a nondestructive method for quality evaluation tool in food and agriculture sectors. For coffee, several research articles have been reported on the use of NIR spectroscopy for evaluation of coffee roasting degree (Esteban-Diez et al., 2004), authentication of coffee types (origin of coffees) (Wang et al., 2009), chlorogenic acid (CGA) content determination (Shan et al., 2014) and etc.

It is well known however, that NIR spectra coming from spectral data acquisition system contains both chemical information of samples as well as physical information of the samples, such as particle size and bulk density (Barnes et al., 1989; Pasikatan et al., 2001). It is common to use various spectral transformations to suppress the physical information in NIR spectra because it obscures the chemical information (Barnes et al., 1989). However, a body of literature has also emerged detailing research focused on quantifying this information. Physical properties that have been correlated to NIR diffuse reflectance spectra include sample temperature, particle size, particle size distribution and compact density (Gupta et al., 2005; Yulia et al., 2014; Barajas et al., 2007).

Several spectral data preprocessing have been used to remove the influence of physical properties and to improve the quality of the
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 Coffee Samples

A number of 2 kg ground roasted civet and non-civet coffee samples were collected directly from coffee farmers at Liwa, Lampung, Indonesia. All samples were ground using a coffee grinder (Sayota). Particle sizes were not uniform in the ground coffee powder. In order to check the effect of particle sizes on NIR spectra, coffee powder from ground roasted civet and non-civet coffee was separated into two different particle sizes (212 and 500 µm) by sieving through a nest of U. S. standard sieves on a Meinz II sieve shaker (CSC Scientific Company, Inc. USA) for 10 minutes. The sieving conditions were the same for every sample class. These experiments were performed at room temperature (around 27-29°C). In this study, a number of 220 coffee powder samples with two different types of coffee (civet and non-civet) and two different particle sizes (212 and 500 µm) were prepared for samples.

2.2. NIR Spectral Data Acquisition

The NIR spectra were collected using a V-670 UV-Visible-NIR Spectrophotometer (JASCO Co., Japan). The spectrometer was equipped with an integrating sphere beside detector (ISN-723, JASCO Co.) which is connected to the spectrometer by an optical fiber. The V-670 double-beam spectrometer utilizes a unique, single monochromator design covering a wavelength range from 190 to 2500 nm. This spectrometer has two detectors: A PMT detector is provided for the UV/VIS region and a Peltier-cooled PbS detector is employed for the NIR region. For light source, this spectrometer utilizes two types of lamps: Halogen lamp and Deuterium lamp.

The NIR instrument was controlled by a compatible Windows XP system, and Spectra Manager (V-670, JASCO Co.) was used to acquire spectra data. A 4 cm by 4 cm square sample holder was used; with care taken to ensure every sample (weight of approx. 0.2 g) was placed into the sample holder and the sample surface kept flat. Each spectrum was measured from 1300 to 2500 nm, with a bandwidth of 20.0 nm, and a scan speed of 1000 nm/min. All experiments were conducted at room temperature (around 20°C).

2.3. Chemometrics Methods

In order to evaluate the possibility of using implicit method for particle size compensation, two types of calibration models were developed namely: local and global PLS-DA model.

2.3.1. Developing local and global calibration models for civet and non-civet coffee discrimination using PLS-DA

For each particle size (212 and 500 µm), we separated the samples into two groups; a calibration and cross-validation sample set (CalValset), and a prediction sample set (Predset). The calibration and cross-validation sample set consisted of 80 samples and 60 samples for particle size 212 and 500 µm.
respectively. This sample set was used for developing the calibration model and performing the full cross-validation test for the local PLS-DA model. An uncombined prediction sample set, consisting of 40 samples at each particle size, was used for prediction purposes.

For the combined calibration sample set, the calibration sample sets at each particle size were combined; resulting in 140 samples for calibration sample set (the particle size combinations of 212 and 500 µm). This set was used for developing a calibration model and performing the full cross-validation test and is referred to as the global PLS-DA model.

PLS-DA is working based on PLS regression algorithm (in this study using PLS1 algorithm with only one dependent Y variable), which searches for latent variables (LVs) with a maximum covariance with the Y-variables. PLS-DA attempts to build models that can maximize the separation among classes of objects. In PLS-DA, each sample in the calibration set is assigned a dummy variable as a reference value (variable y), which is an arbitrary number designating whether the sample belongs to a particular class or not (1 = civet coffee, 2 = non-civet coffee).

2.3.2. Calibration model and prediction evaluation

The calibration model was evaluated based on the following parameters: number of PLS factors, coefficient of determination ($R^2_{cal}$), the RMSECV, and the standard deviation ratio (SDR) of calibration SDR$_{cal}$ (Golic and Walsh, 2006).

The prediction results were evaluated using several parameters: the coefficient of determination in prediction ($R^2_{pred}$), the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP), bias between the actual and predicted value, the bias-corrected standard error of prediction (SEP) and the standard deviation ratio (SDR) of prediction (SDR$_{pred}$).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Typical Spectra of Civet Coffee with Different Particle Sizes

Figure 1 shows the typical spectra of civet coffee with different particle size (212 and 500 µm). It can be said that the coarser the particles, the greater the penetration of light and the greater the absorbance. This result is in line with the previous reported study (Shan et al., 2014).
3.2. The Result of Model Development (Local and Global Model Based on PLS-DA)

Figure 2 and 3 shows the local calibration model based on PLS-DA for 212 and 500 µm of particle size. Both calibration model resulted in a very good relationship between actual and predicted value of types of coffee (R²=0.99 for 212 µm of particle size and R²=0.99 for 500 µm of particle size, respectively). Figure 4 shows the global model of PLS-DA using combination of 212 and 500 µm of particle size. The calibration is also very good with R²=0.99.

Figure 5. The result of prediction for civet coffee discrimination using local PLS-DA model at 212 µm of particle size.

3.3. Prediction Result Using Local Calibration Model 212 µm

Figure 5 shows the prediction result of civet coffee discrimination using local PLS-DA calibration model at 212 µm of particle size. It can be seen that the prediction was good only for 212 µm samples. When the local PLS-DA model at 212 µm was used to predict at different particle size (500 µm), high error of prediction was observed. This error was mainly due to an underestimation of the particle size among the samples. We guess that the prediction was worse when the particle size difference between the calibration and prediction samples increased.

3.4. Prediction Result Using Global Calibration Model at Combination of 212 and 500 µm

Figure 6 shows the prediction result of civet coffee discrimination using global PLS-DA calibration model at combination of 212 and 500 µm of particle size. It can be seen that the prediction was good for all samples at 212 and 500 µm. When the global PLS-DA model at 212 and 500 µm was used to predict at different particle size (212 and 500 µm), no longer shows biases or other errors of prediction was observed. Therefore, we can handle the influence of particle size completely by using global PLS-DA model.

Figure 6. The result of prediction for civet coffee discrimination using global PLS-DA model at combination of 212 and 500 µm of particle size.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we investigate the effect of different particle size of samples powder on model performance of PLS-DA in NIR region in two different particle sizes of 212 and 500 µm. The prediction results of using global calibration model is improved significantly resulted in low RMSEP and SEP. The global calibration model can handle completely the influence of particle size on the model prediction.
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